Simple wiring diagram for cars

At Circle Track we have the luxury of meeting teams at all levels of racing from all across the
country. Many of you are wizards with a welder and fabricate anything. Many of you can rebuild
a race engine with your eyes closed and practically tune a carburetor while the car is still
running laps under caution. And many of you out there can run crossweight calculations in your
head like the rest of us say our ABCs. But what we haven't heard is many racers claim to be
electrical experts. Don't get us wrong, we know plenty of you are capable, it's just that very few
racers are either comfortable working with electrical systems or actually enjoy it. Still, it's
important to be able to have confidence that you can wire your race car correctly so that you
aren't wasting time chasing those annoying electrical gremlins that usually seem to pop up at
the worst possible time. For a little help we caught up with someone who actually calls himself a
wiring and electrical-systems specialist. Rick Elgin owns RaceWire Technologies, and he
spends his days wiring practically everything on circle track race cars, drag cars, hot rods, and
anything else with a battery and a starter. While there he not only learned all the tricks, he also
helped develop a few of them, and now he's applying his expertise to help Saturday night
racers. Elgin is based out of the Charlotte, North Carolina, area and travels to the surrounding
states to wire cars for racers in their shops. For this story we met him at the shop of Chris
Ferguson Motorsports in Mt. Holly, North Carolina. Ferguson races Dirt Late Models and like
most Saturday night racers, his program is a small operation and most of his help comes from
his family. They could handle wiring the car themselves but every dirt car lives a hard life
between racing and the wash pit, and they wanted to make sure they had the most dependable
system possible to avoid the potential of electrical problems costing Ferguson potential
victories. This story isn't going to attempt to show you every step of wiring a car front to back.
Every car is a little different, and honestly, that would be a pretty boring read. Instead, we're
going to pass along tips Elgin provided us and show you what he uses and why. For example,
Elgin says he often helps racers fix problems with existing systems, and the problem he sees
most often is poor grounding of electrical circuits. Many racers will use several
groundsâ€”maybe one for the starter, one for the gauges, and another for the ignition
boxâ€”but if one ground isn't working as effectively as it should that extra electricity can bleed
back into other circuits. To eliminate this Elgin prefers to always run a tracer wire to each
ground, and often back to the battery, to make sure everything stays equalized and is grounded
optimally. We've got lots more for you, so read on. Point 1: Chris Ferguson's Warrior DLM
chassis that Elgin is working on is brand new with no old wiring to pull off, but Elgin did save
some samples from previous projects for us. Like most people, when beginning a project Elgin
begins with the battery and starter. He recommends always using power wires that are at least 4
gauge â€”especially if you are using a gear-reduction starter or a volt battery. Also, look for
high strand count wire in back compared to standard wire with thicker strands of wire. The
higher strand count wire is more flexible and more easy to work with, but more important, the
increased number of strands conduct electricity more efficiently. Point 2: For your race car , you
should also look for welding grade cable. The other option is audio cable, but that doesn't have
the same heat resistant sheathing as welding cable. Audio cable may be fine in a Volkswagon
Jetta with four inch subs the owner uses to annoy people in the mall parking lot, but it doesn't
belong in a race car where fire and excessive heat is a real issue. As proof, Elgin hits a piece of
audio cable with the torch he uses on shrinkwrap tubing and it immediately lights up. Point 3:
When Elgin pulled the torch away after a few seconds the flame died down immediately. But
then he showed us the real weakness of the audio cable cover. Elgin gave the cover a squeeze
between his fingers and when he pulled his hand away the cover retained the print from his
thumb. For racing, you need a cable that can withstand extended exposure to heat without
breaking down. Point 4: In comparison, when given the same treatment the welding cable never
caught fire but only turned brown and didn't get soft like the cover of the audio cable. Point
Elgin uses a crimping tool to permanently attach the terminal ends to the power and ground
cables, but it is a specialized tool that many racers simply do not have. Instead, a common
tactic is to use a cupped terminal like you see here. Racers will put the terminal in a vise with
the cup facing upward. Then they will heat the terminal with a torch, melt a puddle of solder into
it and then jam the cable into the cup until the solder cools. Unfortunately, this bond is quite
weak and often breaks. The mistake, Elgin says, is not heating the stripped portion of the cable
too. When the cable is cold the solder hardens to the outside of the bundle of wires only. But if
you heat the wires in the cable, it will wick the solder up the cable and in between the strands,
making the bond much stronger. Point 6: Elgin runs a high voltage Anderson Quick Disconnect
at the battery. This way an emergency battery swap at the track doesn't require any tools
assuming the battery hold down uses wing nuts. That's the terminal that goes inside the
housing. For power wires, the connections need to be beefy so they aren't impeding the flow of
current. Point 8: The solenoid is mounted in a protected area just behind the dash. The cable to

the starter is on the left. Elgin will use the connection for the battery cable always hot as a
terminal post for everything else that needs power. Just above the brake and clutch master
cylinders is the mount for the Crane ignition box and coil. Point 9: Elgin cautions that the weak
point in any wire is where the flexible wire goes into a hard point. Most crew know to be careful
with wire where it connects to a hard metal terminal, but if solder is allowed to wick up the
strands in a wire, it can create a hard point further up the wire that's hidden by the insulator.
Elgin uses solder to help ensure a good, durable connection on all of his crimped fittings, but to
keep the solder from wicking too far up the wire he applies solder on the end opposite the wire.
As we mentioned earlier, heat will cause liquid solder to wick up the wire, so as soon as the
solder is applied Elgin quenches the piece on a moist sponge to get rid of the excess heat.
Point NASCAR Cup Series teams have gone almost exclusively to Deutsch connectors like
these, and Elgin keeps a wide variety of these connectors on his trailer for all of his
connections. Deutsch connectors are incredibly robust. Beside being very efficient conductors
of electricity, they are resistant to fire, vibration, dust, chemicals, and all-around abuse. And for
dirt track racers that like to hose everything down with a pressure washer after a hard night of
racing, these connectors are just water resistant, when installed correctly they are actually
waterproof down to three feet. Point We know lots of racers who still depend on Weatherpack
connectors. Weatherpacks are definitely better than nothing, but here's a visual example why
top teams have moved to the Deutsch connectors. At the top in this photo are a male and
female Weatherpack terminal connector. Below that are the equivalent for a Deutsch connector.
The Weatherpack plugs are rolled sheetmetal with cut out "springs" designed to ensure good
contact between the two components. The Deutsch plugs, meanwhile are solid steel and there
are no issues with fatigue or wear no matter how many times the two halves of the connector
are separated and rejoined. Point Once the connector is crimped to the end of the wire, it inserts
through the back of the plug housing and a plastic piece is inserted to lock it into place. Point
When trying to determine how to route wires through a car it can be impossible to correctly
determine the length you are going to need with a tape measure. Instead, Elgin uses rope to
simulate the wire it's much easier to work with and once it gets it routed exactly like he wants it,
he marks the ends, removes the rope from the car and cuts his wire to match. Point Providing
precise timing to the ignition box so that it can accurately time the spark is critical for engine
power. This engine uses a pickup both from a crank trigger at the front and an MSD distributor.
One is timed slightly different from the other so the driver can retard the engine timing from the
cockpit with a switch if he needs to. For the pickups Elgin uses paired wires with extra shielding
so that the electrical pulses travelling down the plug wires won't throw off the signal. Point Here
are the wires for the pickups right before Elgin finished installing the Deutsch connectors.
These leads will go to the switch panel in the cockpit. The black wire is a ground that connects
the two and will provide additional shielding to protect from stray signal. Notice how each wire
is labeled to eliminate confusion. Elgin covers each label with a piece of clear shrinkwrap to
protect it from wearing off. Point Speaking of shrinkwrap, Elgin uses it to cover all his crimps
and connections. It serves to keep dust and dirt from contaminating the connection, to keep
moisture out, and to cover any bare wires so that there is no chance of a short. But the
shrinkwrap Elgin uses is also unique. It's a tough double-wall material that actually has a heat
activated glue on the inside. So the wrap not only shrinks to cover the wiring connection, it also
actually glues itself to the wire and terminal to provide optimum sealing. Point The team wanted
a battery charger connection placed on the firewall. Elgin uses another Anderson Quick
Disconnect here, but notice the wire is smaller and lighter than the 4-gauge battery wire. The
team says they will only use this for charging the battery. If they thought they would ever use it
to jump start the car Elgin says they would need to upgrade to a 4-gauge cable. Point Ferguson
will be using Spek-Pro gauges from ProParts in the car, and they will be removed whenever the
car is washed to protect them from water. Each gauge has its own plug, so Elgin labels each
appropriately so it will be easy to reinstall the panel. Point Here's the gauge panel inside the car.
Point This is a temperature sensor typically used for oil and water. Notice how close the plug is
to the sensor. This is often a breaking point. Point These are the connectors Elgin fabricates
himself instead. They use a longer lead so that they are easier to unplug and are much more
robust. Point Elgin zip-ties the sensor wire into a loop to keep stress off the hard point where
the wire meets the metal connector. Point Here's the wiring setup to the sending units for fuel,
water and oil pressure. Point And here's the completed system under the dash. Point This is the
switch panel. Notice that Elgin wired nothing directly to the switch panel. Everything goes to a
connector first so that the switch panel can be easily and quickly removed. Point And once
everything is finished and tucked away, here's the view from inside the cockpit. Close Ad. Jeff
Huneycutt writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Please Note: This diagram was designed
for 12 volt systems, but can also be used for 6 volt systems. If used for 6 volt, make all the wires

heavier by 2 gauges. For example 14 gauge wire will become 12 gauge, 10 gauge will be 8
gauge, etc. Wire hot rod lights? The one automotive job we all dread is the wiring. Yet, with help
from this how-to book even the neophyte mechanic can install a wiring harness. Dennis
Overholser, longtime technical specialist for Painless Performance Products and avid hot
rodder, walks you through nine chapters sure to clear away your fear of electricity.
Photo-intensive, hands-on sequences document and help explain the installation of both an EFI
harness on a late model V-8, and the installation of a complete harness kit into a newly built hot
rod. With pages and over color photos, this wiring book is the electrical bible you need for that
next electrical project. Topics include: the basics of DC electricity; installation of additional
circuits; choosing and installing the best battery, starter and alternator; installation of the
gauges; finding and installing a new EFI harness; and wiring a complete scratch-built hot rod.
Follow Us on Flipboard. Builds and Examples. This is not an automated service. Each Diagram
that is requested has to be hand selected and sent. As this is a free service it receives an
overwhelming amount of requests and may take up to a week or longer for a response. Just
submit a request for the wiring diagram you want ex. We will provide you with the basic free
wiring diagrams in an email that can be viewed, saved or printed for future use. Automotive
basic wiring diagrams are available free for domestic and Asian vehicles. Some European
wiring diagrams are available also. Once you get your Free Wiring Diagrams, then what do you
do with it. You still need to fix the problem that led you here in the first place right? There are
many different ways to look at fixing an electrical problem but we will stick with the easiest way.
First , find the problem area on the wiring diagram. Highlight the individual circuit using a
different color for positive and negative. Trace the wiring till you can see where a short may
have taken place. Eliminate each portion of the diagram in sections until you find the short in
the wiring. This makes knowing where to check connections easy with an automotive wiring
diagram. Free Auto Repair Manuals. Free vehicle specific wiring diagrams available upon
request. Please search first. Wiring Diagrams This is not an automated service. Please be
specific on what area of the vehicle you need a free wiring diagram for. Some of the images are
in ". This will insure the ability to read the free wiring diagrams with ease. Adobe Acrobat
Reader is available as a free download at Adobe. To Submit a request for basic free wiring
diagrams Here. This is the same information that the dealers use. How to read wiring diagrams
Use the two different diagrams below to help you understand what you are looking at. There are
many different symbols on wiring diagrams and can be difficult to figure out what they each
represent if you have not seen them before. The sample wiring diagram to your above will help
you be able to read and understand the description locations on each wiring diagram. Each part
is labeled on the sample wiring diagram to make it easier to read. How to read and interpret
wiring diagrams:. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of simple race car wiring schematic. A wiring
diagram is a streamlined standard pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, as well as the power and signal connections in
between the tools. A wiring diagram usually gives information regarding the family member
position and also setup of tools as well as terminals on the tools, in order to help in structure or
servicing the gadget. A photographic layout would certainly show much more information of the
physical look, whereas a wiring diagram utilizes a more symbolic symbols to emphasize
affiliations over physical appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to fix troubles and also to
earn sure that the connections have been made which every little thing exists. Click on the
image to enlarge, and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. Building
electrical wiring diagrams reveal the approximate areas as well as interconnections of
receptacles, lighting, as well as irreversible electrical services in a building. Adjoining cable
courses could be revealed around, where certain receptacles or components must get on a
common circuit. The electrical signs not just show where something is to be mounted, however
additionally exactly what kind of gadget is being installed. A surface ceiling light is revealed by
one icon, a recessed ceiling light has a different icon, as well as a surface area fluorescent light
has an additional icon. On huge projects signs might be phoned number to show, for instance,
the panel board and also circuit to which the tool links, as well as additionally to determine
which of several kinds of component are to be mounted at that area. A collection of wiring
representations might be required by the electric evaluation authority to accept link of the home
to the public electric supply system. Wiring layouts will additionally include panel routines for
breaker panelboards, as well as riser representations for special solutions such as smoke alarm
or shut circuit tv or various other special solutions. First, figure out the amperage of your
electrical component. Next, measure the required length of your wire. Then just plug those
numbers into this chart to determine the proper gauge. This is a diagram of a high-end audio
system. While it might not be typical of the wiring you will encounter in your street rod or race
car, it does illustrate how a well laid-out wiring diagram should look. All of the components are

clearly marked, as are the paths for power, ground, and accessory wiring and locations for all
grounds and fuses. If you are rewiring an early car or truck, make life easy on yourself and get a
complete harness like this Painless Performance circuit universal harness. Painless
Performance also has fuel injection wiring harnesses to swap a late model fuel injected engine
into your vehicle. If you don't need to do a complete harness but want to update your fuse block
or panel, Painless Performance has universal fuse blocks like this circuit fuse block. The blocks
are pre-wired and pre-terminated--Painless Performance even installed the fuses, horn relay,
and flashers for you. If you just want to increase the capacity of your electrical system to handle
more accessories, you can get add-on fuse blocks from Painless Performance and Summit
Racing. You can never have enough solderless terminals around when you're doing a wiring
job. Painless Performance has a nice piece terminal set that should get you through a basic
vehicle harness install. The set includes butt, spade, ring lug, and bullet terminals for , , and
gauge wire. Speaking of wire, don't use cheap hardware or discount store wire in your electrical
system. For a little more money, you can get high quality, automotive-rated wire. It's available in
a variety of colors in through gauge sizes. Switch panels are ideal for grouping electrical
accessories in one convenient place for race cars and off-road vehicles where getting to
electrical accessories quickly can be critical and where space can be at a premium. This Moroso
switch panel has easy-to-use toggle switches to control five fused circuits; each circuit has
front-mounted fuses and indicator lights. Remember to use relays in conjunction with your
switches to help them handle the high current of aftermarket electrical accessories. Relays help
take the load off your switches by directing current to their assigned electrical accessory only
when the switch is activated. This prevents the switch from overloading, especially with
high-amperage accessories like big electric fans and off-road lighting. A circuit breaker will
switch off power to a protected accessory in an overload situation. When the overload has been
corrected, the circuit breaker is reset. Circuit breakers like this Standard Motor Products 20 amp
breaker come in manual reset and automatic reset versions, and in the same popular amperage
ratings as fuses. Did you lose all of your wiring tools? Well, relax--we have you covered with
this Caspers Electronics wiring and connector maintenance kit. It includes the basics--double-d
wire crimp tool for sealed and unsealed terminals, two rolls of high-temperature OEM wire
harness tape, Weatherpack and Metripack removal tools, seam ripper for removing old tape on
harness without damage, wire stripper for AWG wire, and a digital multimeter with batteries--to
diagnose and repair most everything on your electrical system. You even get a handy carrying
case. The wire stripper in the Caspers' Electronics kit is good, but this Summit Racing wire
stripper is even better. The spring-loaded tools will make quick work of your wires. Just insert
the wire, squeeze the handle, and click--the wire is stripped and ready. The wire stripper also
features an adjustable wire length guide that helps you make uniform strips, a built-in cutter,
and a built-in crimping tool. The engine needs to be fed the proper amounts of air, fuel, and
spark. The suspension and brakes must be in tip-top shape. The wheels and tires, transmission,
cooling system, gaugesâ€”even the seatsâ€”must all function properly. With all those things to
worry about, many enthusiasts overlook the electrical wiring system. A lousy wiring job will
keep your electrical accessories from operating at full potentialâ€”and that means subpar
performance. Many people are intimidated by the prospect of wiring a vehicle. The proper tools
will make your wiring job a whole lot easier. Wire strippers generally include a group of holes to
fit most wire gauges. This allows you to strip the insulation off your wires without accidentally
cutting into the wire conductors. Most quality crimpers have two or three sections on the nose
to fit various lug sizes. You can even get crimpers with wire cutting and wire stripping sections.
You will need solder designed specifically for electronics and wiring. It has a midly activated
rosin core flux to clean the wire as it is being heated, removing oxidation and light corrosion.
That allows you to solder with less heat, making the connections stronger with less electrical
resistance. A factory wiring harness includes the necessary wiring for standard electrical
components like windshield wipers, horn, headlights, etc. There are three factors to consider:
size, material, and color. In general, the larger the current draw, the larger gauge wire you need
to properly power the accessory. One factor to consider with long lengths of wire is voltage
drop. The longer the wire, the greater the voltage drop. You can offset voltage drop by
increasing the size of the wire. As a rule of thumb, try to maintain a less than. Wire material is
usually aluminum or copper. For automotive purposes, we recommend stranded copper wire for
the greatest flexibility and conductivity. Wire color may not seem important at first glance, but it
becomes crucial when you try to trace a faulty circuit down the road. To keep yourself from
tearing your hair out, color-code your wire by accessory. It will help you keep track of which
wire goes where during installation and troubleshooting. There are two main types of
connectors : soldered and solderless. Solderless connectors are the easiest to use and provide
a good, strong connection. Usually, solderless connectors come with color-coded insulators, so

you know which gauge wire they are designed for. Solderless connectors come in a variety of
configurations:. Butt connectors are shaped like cylinders and are ideal for joining two wire
ends together. A wire end is inserted into each end of the connector, which is crimped to
complete the connection. A male connector on one end of the wire fits into a female connector
on the other end of the wire, completing the connection. To disconnect, just pull the connectors
apart. When installing any type of connectorâ€”soldered or solderlessâ€”it is a good idea to use
shrink tubing. Shrink tubing is relatively easy to install and provides added protection against
electrical shorts and outside elements. There is more to wiring a vehicle than, well, wire. For
example, you will need some sort of overload protection to protect your expensive electronics.
The three basic types of overload protection are fuses, fusible links, and circuit breakers:. You
should also install relays with your wiring if your electrical accessories require a bigger current
draw than a standard power switch is rated to handle. And since most switches are designed to
work with very limited currents, relays are required just about every time to wire a new
aftermarket electrical accessory. When the relay is closed, no power goes to the accessory in
question. When you flip the accessory switch, an electric coil in the relay opens, sending power
to the accessory. Before you begin your wiring project, map out a plan. Lay out the wiring or
wiring harness so you know where each wire goes and that you have enough wire to complete
the job. Locate the fuse box in an easy to reach location like your glove compartment or center
console. Place the necessary relays, fusible link, or circuit breakers at connections between
your power source and your electrical accessory. Choose a spot on or near the firewall for the
common ground point for the harness, and one point for a chassis ground on the negative side
of the vehicle. This method gives you a single path to the negative side of the vehicle and
provides a more effective ground. Use 10 gauge or bigger wire to connect the common ground
to your chassis ground. Aeromotive fuel tank w electric fuel pump and regulator. There will be a
lot of back and forth questions, and this would be the best, quickest way to get your answers!
Do I put the link in the positive wire. I tried to quick charge my PT Cruiser, by using my 65
Bsrcuda running battery, now neither car battery will turn over each, what did I do? The fuse is
there to protect your wiring harness and the fuse rating in amps, not watts was specifically
chosen by the engineers for that circuit. We think you may be in luck with your project however.
LEDs can often require less current amps than a traditional incandescent bulb. Its a relatively
easy process. I kind of have a complicating situation. So the easiest way to go about this is to
start at the beginning. Boyfriend was driving my Infiniti QX4 on the freeway, notices lights start
blinking and truck is overheating. He pulls over at a convenience store. Waits a bit, Puts water
in. Tries driving again and ends up having to park it on side of road cause he noticed the fan
has completely come off the pulley bracket. Belt is off. Blew a hole in radiator. I have it towed
home next day, get in contact with a mobile mechanic he comes out and diagnoses it. Tells me
what I need to get, so I purchase a new radiator, an electric fan, a new bracket, and a wiring kit
to engage the electric fan. Does it all in about an hour. Calls me at work, tells me it all works,
everything is good. But thing is, is that my truck battery was dead from having everything
disconnected. He never drove it afterwards or anything. I drive my truck next day everythings
fine. Next day, I get on freeway and it starts getting hot. And rising. After all this I take a look
under the hood, notice the battery wires are connected super bad, if barely at all. But now it
seems like the whole battery issues is worse. The jump starter I bought to jump it every time I
have to start my vehicle gets drained now and sometimes it struggles to turn over. If I can do
this myself I will. Sometimes I have to physically go hit the front head light for it to kick on but
then the other one goes out. Please help!! It appears there are a few things that may be going on
here, you likely need a new battery and im betting there is an alternator issue. My fuse block has
the barrel glass fuses. I want to add a voltage gauge. How can I do it? I remember decades ago,
there was a connection available that saddled one end of the fuse and had a spade on its top
side that one simply plugged in the wire for the power. Thanks for your help. I have a unique
situation. The key is stuck in the vehicle steering wheel. Got damaged when the children were
playing and knocked the key crooked. I live in Michigan. I want to know how to put an old
school toggle switch or a relay in the impala to cut the power from the battery to everything else
without going under the hood. Thanks for any help given. It was interesting to read that relays
handle high-intensity parts of cars like HID headlights. I also want to run a 4 guage power wire
to my box as well as the video wire for my back up camera. How hard is it to remove the rocker
panel covers where the wires are usually installed and replace the covers. One guy I talked to
said he had a tough time getting them back on and they are still not right. Is there a reason you
want to run them under the vehicle the back up cam I understand but not so much the amp and
radio stuff, you can do a clean professional install running such wiring under the carpet. Thanks
for pointing out that circuit breakers can reset manually and automatically depending on the
type. I hope I can find a repair service that will be able to diagnose and make repairs on the

same day so I can save a good amount of time. I have a E Ford Club Wagon. The wiring was
trashed. I ran Positive Battery cable to solenoid. Negative batt cable to ground. One on body
panel and one on engine block. I ran wire from solenoid to Ign switch going through neutral
safety switch ran starter cable from neg side of sol straight to starter. When I short the sol I get
the starter to turn. When I turn the key I get nothing. I have a new starter switch and key cylinder
installed. Pingback: Basic Wiring - Wiring Guide. An stock replacement harness has four glass
fuse, total! A prefab performance harness is Megabucks. I want to use Weatherpak connectors
but the Weatherpak crimping tool is really expensive. Is there a much less costly alternative?
Your email address will not be published. Your Website. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how
your comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. This chart can be used to
determine proper wire gauge. During his year career in the auto industry, he has covered a
variety of races, shows, and industry events and has authored articles for multiple magazines.
He has also partnered with mainstream and trade publications on a wide range of editorial
projects. In , he helped establish OnAllCylinders, where he enjoys covering all facets of hot
rodding and racing. OnAllCylinders says: October 22, at am. Chris says: August 10, at pm. John
Marrs says: July 22, at pm. Del says: October 11, at am. Philip says: December 7, at pm. Paul
Sakalas says: December 8, at am. Nicole says: September 23, at pm. Casey says: September 27,
at pm. John L. Paval says: November 25, at am. Gentlemen, My fuse block has the barrel glass
fuses. Hope VanHorn says: March 12, at pm. Don Davis says: April 2, at pm. May I use a batt
operated auto jumper on me car batt cables to test wiring??? Laurel Larsen says: August 22, at
pm. John says: October 22, at pm. Hi I want to run wire for my auto stereo install under my
truck, I have a f What are the best products to run the wires in when running them under the
vehicle. Thanks in advance John. Alice Carroll says: July 1, at pm. Jay L Snider says: July 8, at
pm. James Hewitt says: January 17, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be
published. So, how to read car wiring diagrams? A car wiring diagram is a map. To read it,
identify the circuit in question and starting at its power source, follow it to ground. Use the
legend to understand what each symbol on the circuit means. A wiring circuit is so called
because the wiring must make a complete circle, any break in this circle, causes a fault. Power
leaves the positive side of the car battery through the power cables and is always actively
looking for the shortest possible return path to the negative side of the car battery. Power is
battery voltage and in any circuit the path to the load from battery positive may be described as
the power side of the circuit. As you know, voltage loves to travel through any metal, and not
just the metal within wires. The return path after the load is known as the ground side of a
circuit. The function of a relay is to control a high amp circuit like a starter motor or head lights
using a low amp switch circuit. Running high amps through a small switch would cause the
switch to burn out and fail, possibly starting a fire. Relays are common in circuits and also
housed within control units. A relay is a electromagnetic switch, it has two separate circuits, a
Control circuit and a Load circuit. This causes the coil of the relay to become magnetic, which
pulls the movable armature within the relay, closed. When closed open in the above diagram , it
allows power travel from the battery to the light. Through the 30 and 87 pins. When the switch is
turned off, battery disconnected the coil is no longer magnetic and the spring loaded movable
armature returns to open default position. Cheap volt meters are OK for finding power and
grounds, but modern vehicles will require accurate resistance readings to correctly diagnose a
faulty circuit or component. An incorrect meter reading can cause a ton of trouble. The starter
circuit relay in the pic above operates in an identical fashion. By turning the ignition switch to
start, voltage flows through pin 86 and grounds at This magnetizes the coil which in turn causes
the armature pin 30 to 87 to close completing the load side circuit, and the engine cranks.
Modern cars as you know are packed with control modules. Pre-computer classic cars have a
simple wiring circuit â€” for example, pressing a switch sends power through a wire, to a
window motor and the window moves. Modern cars handle it a little differently â€” pressing a
switch, sends a signal through a wire to a control unit computer , which in turn sends power to
the window motor. The control unit or controller will only send power to the window motor if
certain pre-programmed conditions are met. Of course the window may not move for other
reasons, the control unit may be faulty, or software needs to be updated or re-flashed, motor
faulty etc. So why did they go and make things more complicated and expensive to fix? Well,
control units do offer significant advantages, some of which include:. All control units are
connected to each other via a twin twisted pair of wires, the communication system is know as
CAN controller area network. It will typically show a set of symbols and a brief description. Tip :
Some diagrams are easier to understand than others, but having the wrong wiring diagram can
catch out even the pros. To avoid frustration, be sure that your wiring diagram is correct for
your vehicle. Wiring diagrams were traditionally printed in book form, diagrams are big as you

know, to fit them all on one page would make them unreadable. The solution â€” a number at
the end of each circuit indicated the page on which the rest of the circuit diagram was
continued. Other solutions include showing just one systems wiring circuit to a page, for
example, just showing the wiring diagram for the headlights. This works pretty well and was
carried over to the digital age. Digital wiring diagrams are a lot more efficient and easier to use,
so if possible, always opt for digital schematics. The diagram below is a basic car light circuit,
at first sight it might look complicated, but as you understand the flow, it will become clear.
Remember, battery power voltage at the top of the page is trying to get to the ground supply at
the bottom of the diagram. Starting at the top of the included diagram, you can see power flows
in two paths, 1 down to the light relay left and 2 to the central electronic unit CEM which is a
control unit. The CEM module offers a ground at X when ignition is on. This as you know
magnetizes the integrated relay coil and causes the armature to close. The closed armature in
turn offers a path for power to flow onwards to the switch. Hitting the light switch now, allows
voltage flow through the light switch relay coil and grounds through the CEM integrated ground
path. The light relay coil is as you know, now magnetized and so it pulls the armature of the
relay closed allowing power flow from path 1 all the way through to ground at the bottom of the
diagram, powering the lights as it does so. The circuit is now complete. How to check fuel pump
fuse. To see the wiring diagrams and special tools I use check out the Auto electrical repair
tools page. A diagram is a detailed map of a system and a schematic is a more simplified
representation. John Cunningham is an Automotive Technician and writer on Rustyautos. I've
been a mechanic for over twenty years, I use my knowledge and experience to write articles that
help fellow gear-heads with all aspects of classic car ownership, from tires to roof aerials and
everything in between. Working on a Duramax is not for the faint hearted, but you already know
that. Most days I love them, but some daysâ€¦ A misfiring engine is the most common engine
complaint and the coil is always the number one suspect. But finding the coil can sometimes
cause some head scratching. Ignition coils are commonly Continue Reading. The best method
to understand circuit diagrams is to take a look at some examples of circuit diagrams. It is
crucial to comprehend who will be viewing the circuit diagram to guarantee use of the right
varieties of symbols. All system wiring diagrams are offered in black and white format and
might be printed depending upon your program settings and available printer hardware. Finding
out how to read wiring diagrams is similar to learning a new language. Car audio wiring color
code diagrams is among the photos we found on the net from reliable resources. A wiring
diagram is often utilized to troubleshoot problems and to make certain that all the connections
are made and that everything is present. For instance, if you are taking a look at a wiring
diagram for a fuel pump, the power source will be on top of the webpage. This wiring diagram
indicates the extra wiring you will need to bring a subwoofer to a factory system. On-line
automobile wiring diagrams is one of the pics we found online from trustworthy sources. Your
car runs mostly based on the human body and chassis for a ground. The car relies heavily on
the usage of magnetism. From here you may start planning ways to enhance your automobile to
be able to maximise its security and performance. Be sure your housing is suitably grounded
when mounted on the automobile. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Tuesday, February 23, Home Technical Ideas. Technical Ideas. Please
enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have entered an incorrect email
address! Load more. All wiring diagram resume here! July 13, We use cookies to ensure that we
give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that
you are happy with it. Ok Privacy policy. Every day in every auto repair forum I see people ask
for a car wiring diagram. Now I can choose the car wiring diagrams based on which system I
want to work on. Choose year, make, model. Then the Wiring Diagrams sub category. There are
27 different system categories to choose from. Within each system category, there are multiple
sub-categories. Oh wait, look at all these sub categories! Is it powered by gasoline or
compressed natural gas. Does it have an immobilizer system anti-theft or did it ship without an
immobilizer system? Want to find a car wiring diagram for a sensor? Look at all these choices.
Got that? Made your choice? So you see, there are over 17 pages of car wiring diagrams just
dealing with engine performance sensors for this one year, make, model. Ask for the wiring
diagram for a MAF sensor on a Toyota Camry, without any other information and there is NO
way anybody can help you. Is it powered by gasoline or compressed natural gas? Based on all
the different wiring diagrams shown here, 2. You may find a diagram, but is it the right one? Call
your local library and ask if they offer online access to auto repair manuals. That means you
should bring money with you to print out the diagrams on their printers. Which is better? Well,
Alldatadiy uses factory diagrams which are usually more accurate but much harder to read. So
you have to refer to another guide to deciper the color codes and use another guide to find the
location of the part. They include the wire colors AND the locations of the partsâ€”right on the

same diagram. I like eautorepair. Factory manuals are the best in the business. You can buy
them in print or access them online. Most car makers offer a daily, monthly or yearly rate to
access their online services. To check out genuine factory manuals, click here. They include
wiring diagrams and technical service bulletins. In most cases, their diagrams are right from the
factory manuals. Pricing: Eautorepair. So you have to refer to the factory legends to learn the
identification symbols and then refer back to circuit diagrams to find the splice and ground
locations. However, Alldatadiy. If you need to dig into your doors, dash or console, Alldatadiy.
Find this article useful? Share it! Categories Wiring Diagrams. Tags car wiring diagram.
Mechanics use car wiring diagrams, sometimes referred to as schematics, to show them how
automotive manufacturers construct circuits. In fact, a typical service manual will contain
dozens of these schematics that can help with proper diagnosis and repair. On this page is a
how to video some coworkers and I put together. It explains how to find specific automobile
wiring diagrams, but more importantly tips on using them to fix complex problems. This video is
good stuff and worth 6 minutes of your time. Although the video views continue to climb we still
got a few thumbs down. However I tried to supply unique and helpful information. One guy was
upset, because I mentioned using a test light instead of a meter. First, not everybody has a
meter at home. Now lets get back to the diagram issues. There are electrical symbols posted on
the schematic that will indicate the color of the wire, its thickness or size and other important
details about that particular circuit such as connector locations. Identifying the color of the wire
is important for accurate diagnosis. If you test the wrong wire you will go down the wrong
branch of the tree chart. The standard labeling system will use the first letter to indicate the
base color, and the second letter to indicate the stripe color. An example would be the letters
OB. This represents an orange colored wire with a black tracer stripe. RB is red with a black
tracer. Wire repair diagrams can become quite complex. To avoid this, most troubleshooting
manuals will illustrate only one distinct system or circuit at a time. A horn circuit or turn signal
circuit each have a separate distinct electrical schematic. Keep in mind that electrical symbols
are not always standardized throughout the automotive industry. Different manufacturers may
have different methods of representing certain components particularly the less common ones.
Always refer to the symbol reference charts on the wire schematics. However, some car makers
list these in the beginning of the electrical section in many professional manuals. In this video I
share the method my electrical instructor taught me. He was an evil genius and his brain flowed
like electrons. Most auto mechanics have learned a different method. I think, what is more
important is to use a standard procedure and follow it religiously for each electric diagnosis.
Sticking to a routine helps you find problems faster. Find 3 more instructional videos about how
to use online auto service manuals to fix cars right the first time. This next link takes you t
ford fusion blower motor not working
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o my page about online factory auto repair guides. Do you require one on one help with your
particular electrical problems? On this website automobile repair help is always available for
you. Testing individual electronic components is not only a valuable skill, but a big part of fixing
electrical problems on cars. In my college training classes we sat down with bread boards and
learned how to diagnose and repair individual components. The video has the same goals. You
learn about the tools and the proper equipment required for automotive electrical tasks, but
more importantly how to decipher the test results. In my opinion it is a clear and concise video
with enough attention to detail so the enthusiast understands what this stuff means to the
efficient repair of automotive electrical circuits. Find out what else is available on this auto
repair website on the Homepage for YouFixCars. You can also learn more about the car
mechanic that created this information portal. Skip to content.

